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ABSTRACT

InGaN-based multi-quantum well (MQW) solar cells are promising devices for photovoltaics (e.g., for tandem solar cells and concentrator
systems), space applications, and wireless power transfer. In order to improve the efficiency of these devices, the factors limiting their
efficiency and stability must be investigated in detail. Due to the complexity of a MQW structure, compared with a simple pn junction,
modeling the spectral response of these solar cells is not straightforward, and ad hoc methodologies must be implemented. In this paper,
we propose a model, based on material parameters and closed-formula equations, that describes the shape of the quantum efficiency of
InGaN/GaN MQW solar cells, by taking into account the layer thickness, the temperature dependence of the absorption coefficient, and
quantum confinement effects. We demonstrate (i) that the proposed model can effectively reproduce the spectral response of the cells; in
addition, (ii) we prove that the bulk p-GaN layer absorbs radiation, but the carriers photogenerated in this region do not significantly
contribute to device current. Finally, we show that (iii) by increasing the temperature, there is a redshift of the absorption edge due to
bandgap narrowing, which can be described by Varshni law and is taken into account by the model, and a lowering in the extraction effi-
ciency due to the increase in recombination (mostly Shockley–Read–Hall) inside the quantum wells, which is also visible by decreasing
light intensity.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0076833

INTRODUCTION

InGaN–GaN multi-quantum well (MQW) solar cells have a
good absorption capacity in the blue and near UV regions. Solar
radiation in this range is not efficiently collected by standard semi-
conductor materials. Consequently, InGaN-based cells can be inte-
grated into multijunction (MJ) solar cells, and this will help
increase the efficiency of MJ cells from the current record ∼47%1

to beyond 50%. Further applications of InGaN/GaN MQW cells
include silicon-GaN tandem solar cells2,3 and concentrator
systems.4–6 Moreover, owing to their reliability and strength in
harsh environments,7 InGaN–GaN multiple quantum well devices

are also suitable for applications like wireless power transfer8 and
use in the space environment.9

To push the development of these devices, it is fundamental
to understand the factors that limit their efficiency. Modeling the
efficiency of MQW solar cells is not straightforward due to the
presence of many semiconductor layers with different absorption
coefficients, the presence of barriers for carrier transport, and the
existence of quantum effects.10,11 In this paper, we present an
approach to this problem, by developing a model, based on physi-
cal considerations, which can be numerically solved to describe the
wavelength dependence of quantum efficiency, by taking into
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account the thickness and the absorption coefficient of the consti-
tuting layers of the device and the related quantum processes.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The study was carried out on GaN–InGaN–GaN MQW solar
cells with a AlGaN electron-blocking layer (EBL) grown on a
c-plane sapphire. This EBL is introduced to ease hole extraction;
in fact, the EBL reduces the electron–hole recombination at the
p-side by blocking the overflowing electrons.12 The wafers have a
2- μm n-GaN (Si: 3 × 1018 cm−3), 30 pairs of In0.15Ga0.85N–GaN
(3–7 nm) multiple quantum wells, a 5- nm p-Al0.15Ga0.85N (Mg:
2 × 1019 cm−3) electron-blocking layer, a (Mg: 2 × 1019 cm−3) layer,
and a 10 nm p+-GaN (Mg: >2 × 1019 cm−3) layer. The top layer is
made of a 120- nm semi-transparent indium–tin–oxide (ITO) layer
with Ti/Pt/Au metal contact, whereas the n-side contact is made of
Ti/Al/Ni/Au. 1A, 2A, and 2B variants were analyzed, which had
different p-GaN thicknesses of 100, 50, and 150 nm, respectively.
The device structures are schematized in Fig. 1(b). More details on
the structures can be found in Ref. 12.

A characterization of the external quantum efficiency was
carried out by means of a 300W Xenon arc lamp, whose output
was fed into a 1/8- m grating monochromator (full width at half
maximum 13.7 nm). The light was focused into an optical fiber,
then filtered by reflective neutral density filters up to ND2, and
focused on the sample. The experimental setup is schematized in
Fig. 1(a). By measuring the optical power with a power meter, it
was possible to calculate the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of
the sample as the ratio between the number of collected carriers
under short-circuit conditions over the number of photons arriving
on the device. Reflectivity measurements, made with LOANA
instrument by pv-tools GmbH, are reported in Fig. S1 in the
supplementary material.

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

A first characterization was made by evaluating the EQE of
different samples at 35 °C. The results are shown in Fig. 2. As can
be noticed, the shape of the spectral response is significantly differ-
ent from that of a simple pn-junction solar cell. All the structures
have an EQE peak in the region 380–390 nm and a secondary peak
in the region around 350 nm. The EQE reaches a maximum of
around 40% for the 1A structure, which features the 100 nm
p-GaN. The absorption edge starts around 450 nm for all the struc-
tures, with minimum differences, possibly due to slight indium
fluctuations between the wafers.

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup (a) and of
the devices under analysis (b).

FIG. 2. External quantum efficiency of different samples measured at 35 °C
baseplate temperature.
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We then illuminated the samples by using the neutral density
filters to evaluate the effect of different light intensities on the
samples. In Fig. 3, the EQE of the 1A sample is reported, whereas
the EQE of the other samples are reported in Figs. S2 and S3 in the
supplementary material. As it is possible to see, by decreasing the
light intensity of a factor up to 100 (corresponding to a ND2 filter),
there is a slight decrease in the EQE, whereas no variation is seen
in the absorption edge. The lowering in the EQE with decreasing
light intensity is possibly related to a decrease in extraction effi-
ciency from the quantum wells due to a relative increase in
Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH) non-radiative recombination: the
decrease in light intensity lowers the generation rate, and, therefore,
a higher fraction of the photogenerated carrier incurs non-radiative
recombination instead of escaping the quantum wells, thus lower-
ing the photocurrent signal and the EQE.13

We measured the EQE at the maximum intensity by varying
the baseplate temperature from 35 to 175 °C in 20 °C steps. The
behavior of the 1A sample is reported in Fig. 4. By increasing the
temperature, it is possible to see a redshift of both the main and
the secondary peak due to the bandgap narrowing effect. The main
edge shift was fitted by the Varshni law,

Eg(T) ¼ Eg(0)� δT2

γ þ T
, (1)

obtaining δ ¼ (6:6+ 4:4)� 10�4 eV/K, γ ¼ (755+ 949) K, and
Eg(0) ¼ (2:84+ 0:01) eV for the 1A device. Due to the lack of
data at lower temperatures, the fit quality for the parameters A
and B is relatively low, but the found values have a good agree-
ment with the literature, in particular, the Eg(0) value for
In0.15Ga0.85N.

14,15

Another side effect of the temperature increase is the lowering
in the main peak, which can be ascribed to the same SRH recombi-
nation processes that caused the lowering in the EQE with a
decreasing temperature, since SRH recombination rate A is propor-
tional to

A/ 1
τSRH

/ 1þ cosh
ΔET
kBT

� �� ��1

, (2)

where τSRH is the SRH lifetime, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is
the temperature, and ΔET ¼ ET � EFi is the energy difference
between the trap level and the intrinsic Fermi level.16 Thus, by
increasing the temperature, the SRH rate also increases, leading to
a decrease in the EQE.

The energy of the deep level involved in this process was cal-
culated by fitting the external quantum efficiency maximum of the
1A device with respect to the baseplate temperature with Eq. (2)
(see Fig. 5), obtaining an energy of ΔET ¼ (65+ 16) meV. Such
energy equals a trap level with EV þ or EC � (1:3� 1:5) eV inside
the quantum wells, which is attributed to several defects in gallium
nitride,17 such as carbon interstitials18–20 or gallium vacancies and
their complexes.21–24

ANALYSIS AND MODELING

To better understand the shape of the quantum efficiency
curve and, thus, to improve device capability to convert light radia-
tion into electric power, we developed a physical model of the pho-
tocurrent based on several simple assumptions:

1. Light enters on the device p-side and is partly reflected accord-
ing to reflectivity measurements.

FIG. 3. External quantum efficiency of the 1A sample measured at 35 °C
baseplate temperature at different light intensities.

FIG. 4. External quantum efficiency of the 1A sample measured at various
baseplate temperatures.
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2. The light is absorbed according to the Lambert–Beer exponen-
tial absorption law,

I(x, Eph, T) ¼ I0(Eph)e�α(Eph ,T)x , (3)

where x is the position, I0(Eph) is the light intensity entering the
absorbing layer, and α(Eph) is the absorption coefficient.
The last two terms depend on the photon energy, Eph, related to
the wavelength by the relation Eph ¼ hc/λ, where h is Planck’s
constant and c is the speed of light.

3. The absorption coefficient of the bulk GaN layers and MQW
barrier layers has a square-root dependence on energy,25

α(Eph, T) ¼ α0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a(Eph � Eg(T))þ b(Eph � Eg(T))

2
q

, (4)

where α0, a, and b are material dependent coefficients and
Eg(T) is the material energy gap, whose temperature depen-
dence is given by the Varshni law [see Eq. (1)].

4. MQW InGaN layers, on the other hand, have quantized energy
levels due to quantum confinement.26 Instead of using a sharp
stepwise absorption coefficient, a more physical s-shaped
sigmoid approximation that accounts for Urbach tail broadening
is used,27–29

αQW(Eph, T) ¼
α(Eg(T)þ E1)

1þ exp
Eg(T)þ E1 � Eph

ΔE

� �

þ
Xm
n¼2

α(Eg(T)þ En)� α(Eg(T)þ En�1)

1þ exp
Eg(T)þ En � Eph

ΔE

� � , (5)

where ΔE is an empirical term that accounts for the spreading
of the sigmoid and α(Eg(T)þ Ei) is the same as Eq. (4) evalu-
ated for energies Eg(T)þ En, where En ¼ Ee

n þ Eh
n is the addi-

tional energy gap due to the quantization of the energy levels
inside the quantum wells given as the sum of the nth energy
level for electron and holes, respectively. Transitions with odd
Δn are forbidden, whereas transitions for even Δn are allowed;
however, it has been shown that in polarized InxGa1–xN–GaN
quantum wells with x , 0:2, the transitions with Δn ¼ 0 domi-
nate, and, therefore, transitions with Δn = 0 with even Δn are
ignored in this model.30 The quantized energies of electrons and
holes in the finite well can be calculated from the time-
independent Schrodinger equation by considering that the
potential at the bottom of the well is equal to �V0 over a width
of 3 nm,

� @2ψ

@x2
� 2m

�h2
V0ψ ¼ 2m

�h2
Eψ : (6)

In this approximation, piezoelectric field effects are ignored. An
example of the absorption coefficient for a two-level quantum
confined system is reported in Fig. 6.

5. Each absorbed photon produces an electron–hole pair that is
extracted and generates an electrical current (i.e., the extraction
efficiency ηext is equal to 1), with no dependence on photon
wavelength.

Thus, photons with energies between the InGaN energy gap
and the GaN energy gap are absorbed only inside the quantum
wells, whereas photons with energies above the GaN energy gap are
absorbed by barrier GaN and bulk GaN also, as schematized in
Fig. 7. For the quantum wells, a 600 meV bandgap discontinuity
for the In0.15Ga0.85n/GaN structure can be estimated14 with a 70:30

FIG. 5. External quantum efficiency maximum of the 1A sample with respect to
the baseplate temperature (squares) and fitting with Eq. (2) (red line).

FIG. 6. InGaN bulk absorption coefficient (dashed orange curve), stepwise
absorption coefficient for a two-level quantum system (blue solid curve), and
smoothed absorption coefficient (green solid curve).
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ratio between conduction and valence ratio discontinuity,31 i.e., a
well depth of 420 meV for electrons and 180 meV for holes. The
time-independent Schrodinger equation was solved with effective
mass m*

e ¼ 0:18 me and m*
h ¼ 1:05 me, where me is the free elec-

tron mass. These effective masses for In0:15Ga0:85N result from
applying Vegard’s law to InN and GaN bulk electron and hole
effective masses.32,33 Several energy levels sit inside the quantum
wells with energies Ee

1 ¼ 104 meV, Ee
2 ¼ 360 meV for electrons,

and Eh
1 ¼ 23 meV, Eh

2 ¼ 90 meV, and Eh
3 ¼ 176 meV with a

corresponding E1 ¼ Ee
1 þ Eh

1 ¼ 127 meV and E2 ¼ Ee
2 þ Eh

2
¼ 450 meV with the Δn ¼ 0 selection rule. Therefore, summation
in Eq. (5) is limited to m ¼ 2.

To evaluate the photocurrent and the EQE of the device, we
assumed that the carriers that are generated in the bulk p-GaN
region are not collected. The physical reason of this assumption
can be seen in the band diagram of Fig. 8. Since the bands in the
p-GaN region are flate, diffusion, rather than drift, is involved in
photogenerated carrier extraction. p-GaN thickness can be com-
pared with the electron diffusion length in p-type GaN, which is
around 200 nm, and could be even lower if we consider that p-GaN
is heavily doped, therefore having a higher defect density and a
higher SRH recombination ratio.34 Moreover, the p-AlGaN layer
also adds a 297 meV barrier for electrons, making their extraction
more difficult when they are generated in the p-side of the device.12

The resulting photocurrent calculated with this model for the
1A sample, normalized with respect to the InGaN absorption peak
(around 395 nm), is the green curve of Fig. 9(a), whereas the corre-
sponding normalized EQE is shown in Fig. 9(b). Here, we show the
normalized version of the photocurrent and EQE, respectively. It is
worth noticing that the calculations were done by considering a
unitary extraction efficiency and no losses due to recombination.
Even under these assumptions, the spectral shape obtained experi-
mentally was found to be accurately reproduced by the model.
Photons with energy larger than the bandgap quickly thermalize to
band edges (in the nanosecond or sub-nanosecond range35,36).

For GaN and InN, literature parameters for their absorption
coefficients and for Varshni parameters were used. For
In0.15Ga0.85N, Varshni-law parameters from experimental data

fitting were used, whereas the bulk absorption coefficient was cal-
culated by using Eq. (4). The In0.15Ga0.85N energy gap was evalu-
ated from GaN and InN data through Vegard’s law. If

Eg(InxGa1�xN) ¼ x � Eg(InN)þ (1� x)� Eg(GaN)

� β � x � (1� x), (7)

then Eq. (5) was used to calculate the quantum well absorption
coefficient from the bulk InGaN absorption coefficient, as shown
in Fig. 6. All the used parameters are reported in Table I.

However, there is a discrepancy between the experimental data
and the model. The calculated edge of the GaN peak appears to be
blue-shifted by about 20 nm, and, thus, the absorption in this
region is somehow overestimated. Therefore, a second further
hypothesis is considered, i.e., that the absorption edge of the bulk
p-GaN has a lower energy than the usual value of 3.42 eV.
This assumption makes physical sense if one considers that the
p-GaN is heavily doped with magnesium. This generated shallow
trap levels with energies in the range of 0.15– 0.20 eV. These levels
generate an ultraviolet band on the gallium nitride with energies
around 3.27 eV for donor–acceptor pair (DAP) transitions and
around 3.1–3.2 eV for optical transitions from a conduction band
to a shallow magnesium acceptor (e-A).41,42 Considering these
physical aspects results in a reduction in the quantum efficiency in
the 360– 380 nm region; as a result, the modeled normalized curve
now agrees with the experimental normalized curve (the blue curve
in Fig. 9).

To prove the validity of the model, the EQE was also calcu-
lated for the 2A and 2B variants, which feature 50 and 150- nm
p-GaN layers, respectively. Figure 10 reports the normalized exter-
nal quantum efficiency: the secondary peak around 360 nm lowers
with increasing p-GaN thickness. The model correctly describes the
photocurrent behavior, thus confirming the validity of the

FIG. 7. Schematic of the light absorption model. A part of the light is reflected
at the device surface. The remaining light is absorbed by InGaN layers only
(if the photon energy is lower than the GaN energy gap) or by the GaN layer.

FIG. 8. Band diagram at 0 V for the 1A structure with a 100 nm p-GaN layer.
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previously made assumptions on the loss of the photogenerated
carriers in the p-GaN layer.

Finally, the behavior of the EQE by varying the temperature
was studied, and the normalized value to the one at 35 °C is shown
in Fig. 11. From this figure, it is possible to see that the edge shift

FIG. 9. Normalized photocurrent (a) and EQE (b) with respect to the value at
392 nm of the 1A wafer device: experimental data (black line), the model that
considers the loss of the photogenerated carrier in p-GaN (green line), and the
model that also considers the p-GaN absorption shift due to defects (blue line).

FIG. 11. Experimental values (dashed-dotted lines) and calculated values (solid
lines) of the EQE, normalized by the value at 35 °C, of the 1A wafer at various
baseplate temperatures.

TABLE I. Coefficients used for model evaluation. The GaN and InN absorption
coefficients are from Ref.37, and the GaN and InN Varshni coefficients are from
Ref. 38. The InGaN absorption coefficient is from Eq. (9) in Ref. 37 evaluated for
x = 0.15, the InGaN bowing parameter and Eg(0) for InN and GaN are from Refs. 39
and 40, whereas the InGaN Varshni parameters are from experimental data fitting.

In0.15Ga0.85N GaN InN

α0 (cm
−1) 105 105 105

a (eV−1) 1.556 3.525 17 0.696 42
b (eV−2) −0.1182 −0.657 10 0.460 55
β 1.43 … …
Eg(0) (eV) 2.84 3.42 0.7
γ (eV/K) 6.6 × 10−4 9.09 × 10−4 2.45 × 10−4

δ (K) 755 830 624

FIG. 10. Normalized EQE of 1A (green dashed-dotted line), 2A (purple dashed-
dotted line), and 2B (blue dashed-dotted line) wafer device, and photocurrent
calculated by the model for 50 (blue solid line), 100 (green solid line), and
150 nm (purple solid line).
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due to the Varshni law is well predicted by the model. However,
while the photocurrent is constant or slightly decreases with increas-
ing temperature, the photocurrent predicted by the model increases
with increasing temperature. This is due to the fact that the increas-
ing temperature results in a shift of the absorption edge toward a
region in which the light intensity supplied by the source is higher. It
is worth mentioning that the current version of the model does not
take into account the increase in SRH recombination that lowers the
extraction efficiency from the quantum wells, thus compensating the
higher absorption due to the energy gap shift.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we studied the quantum efficiency of InGaN–
GaN multiple quantum well solar cells with a AlGaN electron-
blocking layer and different p-GaN layer thicknesses under
different light intensities and temperatures. We developed a model,
based on simple assumptions, that allowed to calculate the gener-
ated photocurrent by taking into account the thicknesses of the
various layers. We proved that the model can well reproduce the
photocurrent characteristics of the cells. In addition, we found that
p-GaN layer thickness has an influence on the quantum efficiency
for wavelengths below 380 nm since the carriers photogenerated in
this region cannot be efficiently collected. Moreover, the heavy
magnesium doping of the p-GaN layer causes a redshift in the GaN
absorption edge. The model successfully predicts the shape of the
EQE of devices with different p-GaN layer thicknesses and its
behavior at different temperatures.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for the device reflectivity data
and the EQE at different temperatures and different intensities of
the 2A and 2B samples.
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